
																																 	

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

ECM MEDICAL PARTNERS WITH OXYGEN PLUS TO BRING BEST-IN-CLASS  

PORTABLE RECREATIONAL OXYGEN TO ASIA 

International Medical And Health Products Company Will Launch Distribution Of 
Pioneering Oxygen Products With Hotels And Wellness-Minded Consumers In 

Hong Kong And Macau 
 

Hong Kong / Minneapolis, Minnesota – January 26th, 2016 – ECM Medical (ECM), a 

Greater China-focused medical and health products company, today announced its partnership 

with Oxygen Plus, Inc. for the distribution of portable, recreational oxygen products in Hong 

Kong and Macau. Already offered at some of Asia’s premier hotels and spas, Oxygen Plus is now 

available throughout Hong Kong at locations including Action X Stores, a leading specialty sports 

retailer with stores in Sheung Wan, Causeway Bay, and Discovery Bay, and Homiebike, a leading 

bicycle retailer in Kwun Tong.   

Oxygen Plus's pocket-size oxygen canisters are manufactured, filled, and quality-controlled in 

Minneapolis, Minnesota, an area considered the health-and-wellness heartland of the United 

States.  

“ECM is pleased to be partnering with Oxygen Plus, a firm we regard as the leading recreational 

oxygen company worldwide. The brand’s innovative, consumer-friendly products will help to 

revitalize anyone who is active – now in Hong Kong and Macau,” stated Jonathan Hakim, Vice 

President of ECM Medical. 

“We have great expectations for our partnership with ECM Medical,” noted Oxygen Plus 

President Christine Warren. “Their expertise in health-oriented products strongly positions our 

U.S.-engineered and branded oxygen products to be marketed to Hong Kong and Macau fitness 

enthusiasts and tourists. Oxygen Plus is an essential tool for the international traveler, helping 

diminish the effects of jet lag and comprised air quality.” 

Hakim added, “In addition to providing tourists and locals with an effective and affordable 

solution to combat high levels of pollution and effects of altitude, Oxygen Plus is ideal for 

wellness-minded people who want more zest and faster recovery from vigorous hiking, exercise, 

and other recreational activities. With prominent hotels like the W Hong Kong already offering 

Oxygen Plus to their guests and with new orders in the pipeline from other hotels in Hong Kong 

and Macau, we know now is the time to make Oxygen Plus more available to the area by serving 

as the local distributor.”  



About Oxygen Plus 
Headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA, Oxygen Plus, Inc. (Oxygen Plus, O+) is leading 
the development, manufacturing and marketing of portable, recreational oxygen for wellness-
minded persons worldwide. Elevate your IQ at http://www.oxygenplus.com or 
http://www.oxygenplus.hk and follow O+ on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest and 
Twitter.  
  

About ECM Medical 
ECM Medical is an international medical and health products company based in Hong Kong, 
China, and the U.S. ECM Medical partners with western health products firms to bring the best 
products to Greater China and works to ensure the products have the best access to the Greater 
China markets.  
 
For more information about ECM Medical, visit http://www.ecmmedical.com. To visit the Hong 
Kong Oxygen Plus web site, go to http://www.oxygenplus.hk.  
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USAGE NOTE: The amount of oxygen one needs to restore his/her body to normal, healthy 
levels may vary depending on an individual, ambient air, and activity level. Energy-enhancing 
Oxygen Plus products are a healthy, effective portable oxygen solution for anyone who needs 
energy restoration. WARNING: Any person with impaired heart or lung function or other medical 
conditions should consult with his or her physician prior to using O+ products. O+ products are 
intended for recreational, intermittent use only, not to be used as medical or life-saving device.  
 


